
 

 

RV Chapter By-Laws: 

What is a RV Chapter?  Financial members can setup a chapter, which is an affiliated group 
of ratepayer advocates sharing concerns and interests that are in line with Ratepayers 
Victoria's constitution, core values and strategic directions.   

Setup & Administration Obligations:  
Each chapter must  
 

1) State its goals and objectives that are consistent with RV constitution and strategic 
guidelines that shape RV's governance framework 

2) List their committee roles and responsibilities and officers' names 
3) Specify frequency of meeting minutes, including financial reports submissions to RV, 

and provide these reports when due 
4) Give RV at least one week notice of their chapter's committee meetings, so one or 

more members of RV executive committee can attend, if they wish  
5) Manage its own local chapter membership list, finances, governance and risks. 

 

Conduct & Practice Obligations:  
 
1) All Chapter members must adhere to RV constitution and our core values, which are: 
 

1.  Integrity Doing what is right 

2.  Collaboration Connecting with each other and other stakeholders, 
working as partners in problem solving and new value 
creation 

3.  Accountability Owning one’s ideas and implementation actions, and 
making them happen 

4.  Design Thinking Innovating and thinking outside the box to find solutions 
and create value add 

5.  Diversity Valuing different viewpoints while remaining focus on our 
objectives 

6.  Humour Enjoying the challenges, working with a sense of humor 
and appreciating “smelling the flowers” during the journey 
of change. 

 
 
2) All Chapter members must understand they are a local group affiliated with RV under RV 

chapter-  this affiliation means:  
a. They do not and cannot represent RV in their chapter's propositions, events and 

activities, public communications and correspondences, unless these matters 
have been reviewed,  approved, tested if needed and authorised by members of 
RV executive committee. 
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b. They do not and cannot use RV letter head for any chapter's correspondence and 
online channels, such as websites, blogs and social media. However they can only 
state in their own letterhead  and online channels that they are a chapter 
affiliated with and incorporated under RV's charter and bylaws. 

c. They must maintain a professional position at all times, including not snagging 
others who disagree with their chapter's views or preferred solution directions 

d. They can attend RV meetings, but have no decision voting rights. 
 

3) All Chapter members  must agree that RV has the rights to terminate the chapter if it: 
a. Fails to satisfy the administration, conduct and practice  obligations stated above 
b. Creates and/or continues to have conflict with RV 
c. Has fiscal impropriety issues 
d. Fails to pay membership dues 
e. Has lost critical mass of its committee members 
f. Engages in matters that create public liability and other risks without any 

proactive risk planning and management. 
 

Setup Guidelines: 
New Chapter Setup: 

Step 1:  Write to RV to apply for a chapter affiliation, stating the chapter's: 

1) Purpose, goals and objectives;  

2) Types of activities or projects  

3) Committee structure (including roles and responsibilities and names). 

Step 2:  Within 3 months of chapter approval and setup, finalise details of meeting minutes 

submission frequency  and reporting schedule, and banking arrangements. 

Annual Reporting: 

Step 3:  Submit by September each year (for RV's AGM reporting), the following: 

1) A list of financial and non financial members,  

2) A financial year end cash flow statement  

3) A list of accomplished and planned projects, stating for each project its goals, a summary 

scope, milestone outputs and final outcomes, value contributions to RV (and attach 

summary project plan each, if possible or available) 

4) A summary Chapter Committee Management Report 


